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in the back-suburbs of any industrial city everywhere.
It is true that many of them have radios and some even
cheap cars.
§
And this civilization of a countryside that for a couple of
thousand years had gone on living the rather voluptuous,
easy, careless life of their Roman ancestors has come, as
I have said, with the rapidity of gold* or oil-rush towns. It
has been a really extraordinary thing to watch.
Almost every great city that I have known—Paris,
London, Marseilles, Brussels, Philadelphia, New Orleans,
Rome—has undergone the process of standardization in a
commonplace vulgarity. But with them it has gone relatively
slowly. A medieval palace here or there has been pulled
down to make way for a cinema; roads have been straight-
ened, clearing away in the process triumphal arches and
cathedrals; cafes that were famous centres of intellectual
life have been swept away and replaced by department
stores unrecognizably resembling the tawdry, cheap store
next door; market gardens and great parks here and there
in the outskirts of all these cities have gradually succumbed
to the skin-disease of commuters' shacks until one day one
has realized that there is nothing left on the face of the earth
for miles but that smallpox. And a similar inundation of
exorbitantly priced, canned and packet goods has swept
away the regional specialties. And most of the inhabitants
have radios and cheap cars on the gradual payment system.
And even refrigerators in which their stale food may be
kept to get still more stale and tasteless and health-destroying.
But that process in those other cities has taken a generation.
In my spiritual home-town it has gone like a speeded-up
educational film. Nordics—say all whoever uttered the word
"efficiency" commendatorily. It is difficult to limit your
Northern boundaries very exactly—but that would be a
sort of shibboleth. We must put beyond the pale—we must
draw our wavering Mason and Dixon line remorselessly
beneath every tract of the earth where efficiency is an
indigenous growth. That would do the trick. That would
r

